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a b s t r a c t
Stereo-based 3D distributed smart camera networks are useful in a broad range of applications. Knowledge of the relative locations and orientations of nodes in the network is an essential prerequisite for true
3D sensing. A novel spatial calibration method for a network of pre-calibrated stereo smart cameras is
presented, which obtains pose estimates suitable for collaborative 3D vision in a distributed fashion using
two stages of registration on robust 3D point sets. The method is initially described in a geometrical
sense, then presented in a practical implementation using existing vision and registration algorithms.
Experiments using both software simulations and physical devices are designed and executed to demonstrate performance.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Most distributed smart camera (DSC) network applications
make use of three-dimensional scene information to some extent.
This is not surprising; the fundamental purpose of any multi-camera system is to view more than is possible with a single camera,
and this almost always implies taking advantage of space in the
same sense that a video takes advantage of time. DSC networks
may, for example, simply use multiple views to augment human
pose analysis, or perform tracking between non-overlapping
views; in more direct cases, they may track by triangulation among
overlapping views, or even perform full scene reconstructions. True
3D sensing networks provide this information naturally, replacing
the traditional basic primitive of 2D images with 3D scene structure. It is our belief that such networks offer potential improvements to a variety of existing applications and open entirely new
possibilities for exploration.
The bulk of research in DSC networks to date has focused on the
fusion of data from multiple monocular camera nodes. While a
q
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number of distributed partial and full 3D reconstruction approaches using monocular nodes and wide-baseline multi-camera
geometry have been proposed, the obvious approach for a robust
system in the general case is to employ short-baseline stereo camera pairs at each node. For the associated costs of one additional
imaging sensor per node, full 3D information is available locally
prior to any distributed analysis. This greatly simpliﬁes the 3D
reconstruction problem and generally yields more robust results,
in turn simplifying and relaxing constraints on subsequent
tasks.
The basic common data object in monocular smart camera networks is the 2D image captured by a node. While many applications share similarities in the subsequent distributed analysis,
there is no universal ‘‘next step” and thus no higher-level data
common to all applications. In a direct structural comparison, the
analog to the image in a 3D sensing network is the local 3D structure estimated by a node (based on short-baseline stereo reconstruction of its own ﬁeld of view). While this is a useful starting
point in itself, the nature of the data lends itself to a further step.
A global reconstruction of the scene, or at least a partial one, is a
natural precursor to virtually every conceivable application. While
calibration is certainly possible in the monocular case (see Section
2.2 for a survey of methods), the beneﬁts of knowing the locations
and orientations of the cameras are somewhat limited when the
data itself and its associated operations are still rooted in twodimensional projections. By contrast, in the stereo case, the data
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and operations are inherently three-dimensional, and therefore
naturally beneﬁt from global structure information.
Thus, the 3D visual sensor network paradigm does not simply
replace local 2D images with local 3D reconstructions, but in fact
extends the underlying data to a single space-time model of the
scene. This shifts the focus of distributed processing to a more natural content-centric approach.
We present here a novel method for automatic spatial self-calibration of 3D visual sensor networks composed of stereo smart camera nodes. The algorithm itself is fully distributed and scalable, and
as it operates purely on geometric data, it makes only the most basic
explicit assumptions about node deployment and environment.
This work is organized in the following fashion. Prior related
work is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 covers the basic concepts
and mathematical deﬁnitions used throughout the work. In Section
4, we deﬁne and analyze the problem in geometric terms, and present the conceptual construction of the solution. Section 5 presents
an overview of our ﬁnal algorithm. Details of an actual hardware
and software implementation are given in Section 6, and some
experiments demonstrating its performance are discussed in Section 7. Concluding remarks are given in Section 8.
2. Related work
2.1. 3D (stereo) DSC networks
While the volume of distributed smart camera research has
grown markedly over the past several years, monocular nodes
are the dominant paradigm [2]. Jannotti and Mao [7], Heath and
Guibas [4], Malik and Bajcsy [6], and Englebienne et al. [5] present
cases where fusion of 3D data from multiple short-baseline stereo
cameras has advantages over analogous methods using 2D monocular data. Notably, in [4,6], several issues unique to stereo camera
nodes are discussed.
Here, we are further interested in the fundamentally different
model of 3D visual sensor networks largely made possible by stereo camera nodes. Akdere et al. [3] elucidate this concept in presenting a distributed query mechanism for the space-time scene
abstraction.
2.2. Distributed calibration
Functional calibration methods for monocular distributed smart
cameras are presented by Devarajan and Radke [8] and by Mantzel
et al. [9]. These are based on wide-baseline stereo methods, which
are generally not robust due to the matching problem [23], and require unwieldy initialization schemes or dictate deployment constraints. Funiak et al. [10] use the motion of objects in the scene
for more robust matching. The method of Medeiros et al. [15] also
uses a moving object of known geometry to ﬁnd correspondences;
this method also uses a grouping scheme similar to that presented
here. Yu and Sharma [16] present a robust feature descriptor
acknowledging the network constraints of distributed smart cameras, but their calibration method requires central processing.
Potentially more robust methods are presented by Beall and Qi
[11], by Taylor and Shirmohammadi [12], by Barton-Sweeney
et al. [13], and by Kurillo et al. [14]; however, these require the
use of markers or beacons placed in the environment, which is
infeasible in many cases and may constrain deployment or extension to dynamic calibration.
Jannotti and Mao [7] present a calibration method for stereo
DSC networks called Lighthouse, which uses 3D point sets and geographic hash tables (GHTs) [17] to localize and orient nodes. Their
method is conceptually similar to ours, up to the grouping process:
it matches ‘‘point packs” constructed from 3D points, categorizing
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them according to a geometric hash function (similar to our geometric descriptor) via the GHT, and then merges the nodes into
ever-larger groups by propagating point packs to other groups.
Our method has two key advantages over Lighthouse. First, we
use a more efﬁcient grouping scheme which allows composition
of poses within groups, thereby eliminating much redundant
matching and pose computation (important for scalability). Second, we provide a full pairwise pose reﬁnement stage, which is
non-trivial yet absent from the description of Lighthouse.
2.3. Graph model
The concept of the vision graph was originally put forth by Devarajan and Radke [8] to model their multi-camera calibration algorithm. Kurillo et al. [14] later used it for this purpose as well. The
idea was reﬁned by Cheng et al. [18] recently, and is becoming a
useful general tool for describing the directionality of nodes in distributed smart camera networks. Lobaton et al. [19] present a closely-related algebraic model for representing camera network
topology, though no explicit graph formalism is employed. It is
worth noting that similar graph formalisms have been used in
other computer vision work; for example, by Huber [20] and by
Stamos and Leordanu [21].

3. Preliminary concepts
It is useful at this point to formally deﬁne some core concepts
used throughout the remainder of this work. In some cases, the
purpose may not be immediately clear, but we will refer back to
this section as they are further developed and employed.
3.1. Nodes and groups
A node is the abstract or physical smart stereo camera device itself; nodes shall be denoted by sequential capital letters (A, B, and
so forth). The set of all nodes in the network shall be denoted N
(where jNj represents the total number of nodes). A group is a set
of nodes which agree on a single leader node; a group led by node
A shall be denoted GA (where jGA j represents the number of nodes
in the group). Every group is a subset of the full set of nodes
ðGA # NÞ, and every node is a member of exactly one group (so, if
GA and GB are two separate groups, jGA \ GB j ¼ 0).
3.2. Point sets and point packs
A point set is the full set of 3D interest points detected locally at
a node; the point set of node A shall be denoted SA . The overlap between point sets SA and SB refers to the size of the intersection of
the two sets jSA \ SB j, said intersection occurring where a point in
SA corresponds to the same physical point as a point in SB . The percent overlap is deﬁned as follows:

%OðSA ; SB Þ ¼

jSA \ SB j
 100%
maxðjSA j; jSB jÞ

ð1Þ

A point pack is any subset of the point set of ﬁxed size (determined
by a parameter of the algorithm); when discussing a single arbitrary
point pack from node A, it shall be denoted F A , where F A # SA . Two
point packs F A and F B , from nodes A and B, respectively, are considered to match (denoted F A  F B ) if each point in F A corresponds to
the same physical point as a point in F B .
In the context of the algorithm, it is impossible to ascertain this
correspondence, so the term match implies rather a presumed
match based on a criterion of geometrical similarity.
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3.3. Pose
Each node is considered to have its own local coordinate system. The relative pose of node A with respect to node B is denoted
PAB , and is the rigid transformation in 3D Euclidean space from the
coordinate system of A to that of B. The inverse of pose PAB , denoted
1
P1
AB , reverses the pose transformation (so that P AB ¼ P BA ). A succession of pose transformations P BC ðP AB ðxÞÞ can be composed into a
single pose, denoted ðP AB  PBC ÞðxÞ ¼ PAC ðxÞ.
The error between two poses P A and P B is denoted EðP A ; PB Þ. The
actual value for this error depends on the method of computation,
as it is used for comparison only; see Section 7.1.2 for a practical
case.

from stereo images of the environment, the problem may be reduced to geometrical terms:
Given a set of nodes N, each node X 2 N having a point set SX ,
estimate the pose P XY for enough node pairs ðX; YÞ such that
the calibration graph for N is connected.
In other words, for convergence, we seek at least a spanning
tree in CC . Finding additional edges, up to the theoretical limit of
isomorphism with CV , will generally improve accuracy (see Section
7.1.2); thus, in actuality, we pursue as many direct pairwise pose
estimates as possible.
4.2. Assumptions

3.4. Graph model
We make extensive use of a graph-based model in describing
the calibration problem, our algorithm, and our experimental results. It consists of three undirected simple graphs, each containing
vertices representing the nodes in the DSC network. The important
interrelations between these graphs are mentioned here, but will
become more clear in Section 4.
3.4.1. Vision graph
In the vision graph CV ¼ ðN; EV Þ, an edge e 2 EV indicates overlap
between the ﬁelds of view of the endpoint nodes. The term overlap
implies that sufﬁcient information – the nature and extent of
which is application-speciﬁc – is measurable by both nodes.
In our case, an edge represents a sufﬁcient point set overlap for
both the matching and ﬁne registration components of our algorithm to yield results. We do not actually determine this graph
quantitatively here; it is rather discussed as a qualitative guideline
for deployment (see the shared view assumption, Section 4.2.2)
and as a theoretical upper bound for the connectivity of the grouping and calibration graphs.
3.4.2. Grouping graph
In the grouping graph CG ¼ ðN; EG Þ, an edge e 2 EG indicates the
availability of a direct coarse pose estimate between the endpoint
nodes. Each component (maximally connected subgraph) of the
grouping graph constitutes a group as deﬁned in Section 3.1.
In our algorithm, CG # CV , since direct coarse pose estimates can
only be obtained between nodes sharing scene points.
3.4.3. Calibration graph
In the calibration graph CC ¼ ðN; EC Þ, an edge e 2 EC indicates the
availability of a direct ﬁne pose estimate between the endpoint
nodes. The weight of an edge is a function of the error in the associated pose estimate; this allows one to construct, via pose composition, the most accurate pose estimate for a given pair nodes using
a weighted shortest path algorithm (such as Dijkstra’s algorithm
[31]).
In our algorithm, similarly to CG ; CC # CV . Also, our algorithm
performs pairwise calibration within groups; therefore, a minimum condition for an edge to exist between two nodes in CC is
mutual reachability in CG .
4. Problem analysis
4.1. Problem statement
The overall objective is to spatially calibrate a series of homogeneous smart stereo camera nodes, with no a priori knowledge and
using only the nodes’ 3D visual data, in a distributed fashion.
Assuming the visual data consists of a set of 3D points triangulated

We make the following basic assumptions about the DSC network to be calibrated.
4.2.1. Pre-deployment ofﬂine access
It is assumed that, prior to deployment of the network, there is a
period during which each node may be accessed without restriction in a controlled environment, in order to perform certain essential modiﬁcations to software (such as assignment of a unique
identiﬁer, network conﬁguration, and intrinsic/stereo calibration
of the cameras).
4.2.2. Shared view
For full convergence, it is assumed that CV is connected. This
imposes a minimum qualitative constraint on node deployment
that the shared ﬁeld of view of the entire network be continuous
and have substantial internal pairwise overlap.
4.2.3. Fixed nodes
It is assumed that each node is ﬁxed in its location and orientation relative to all other nodes. It is also assumed that, once internally calibrated for stereo vision, no node changes the relative
motion between its cameras or the internal parameters (e.g. focal
length) of either of its cameras.
4.2.4. Static scene
It is assumed that the contents of the scene are fully static for
the purposes of acquiring calibration point sets. This is solely for
simplicity, and could easily be relaxed by employing background
estimation techniques or accurate temporal synchronization.
4.2.5. Abstract network
It is assumed that the nodes are capable of autonomously forming an ad-hoc network of some kind, wherein each node can be addressed by a unique identiﬁer. From the algorithm’s point of view,
the network is assumed to be fully connected [32], or in other
words, the communication graph is assumed to be complete. Additionally, it is assumed that arbitrary amounts of data can be sent
with assured delivery.
4.3. Two-stage registration
Bringing the point sets, and thereby the node coordinate systems, into alignment with one another can be accomplished by registration. Registration algorithms may be divided into two types:
coarse registration, which can align points without an initial estimate but are generally not very accurate; and ﬁne registration,
which require an initial estimate to align points but are very accurate [28].
For our purposes, no alignment estimate is initially available,
yet high accuracy is desirable. The typical solution when presented with such a problem is a two-stage approach, using coarse
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registration to initialize ﬁne registration. However, there is more to
the problem in our case: it is not even known which point sets
overlap or to what degree. We use a process of point pack matching
to determine how to proceed with registration between nodes.

F A # SA and F B # SB where jF A j ¼ jF B j ¼ f 6 jSA \ SB j. The performance of the matching scheme depends on the probability of a
match between F A and F B ; PðF A  F B Þ, which can be calculated as
follows (a full derivation is given in Appendix A):

4.4. Point pack categorization

PðF A  F B Þ ¼

We wish to evenly distribute the processing and storage of the
data throughout the network based on some metric of the data itself, a process known as data-centric storage. Our scheme is intended to work with the generic network implied by our
assumptions in Section 4.2.5; better routing efﬁciency and redundancy may be achievable in practice on some networks using
GHT [17] or other methods.
To describe the data, we deﬁne a continuous, deterministic geometric descriptor function as follows:

It is therefore desirable to increase jSA \ SB j relative to jSA j and jSB j
(i.e., increase the percent overlap), which translates into repeatability in interest point detection (see Section 6.2.1). There is a trade-off
in the value of f, where a lower value yields more matches and improved speed, but a higher value reduces the occurrence of false
positives; generally, a relatively low value such as f ¼ 4 is adequate.

gðFÞ ¼

f
X

kF i  F c k

ð2Þ

i¼1

where F i is the ith point in the point pack, F c is the centroid of the
pack, and k  k denotes the Euclidean norm.
The solution space of this descriptor function is divided as
evenly as possible among the nodes in the network, with some
overlap (see below), and point packs detected locally at each node
are sent to the appropriate node for matching to other geometrically similar point packs.
The difference between the descriptors of two point packs F A
and F B describes the degree of difference d between those point
packs:

dðF A ; F B Þ ¼ jgðF A Þ  gðF B Þj

ð3Þ

Based on the measurement accuracy of a node and the speciﬁc
coarse registration algorithm used, there is a similarity threshold
t d , such that it is necessary to compare two point packs F A and F B
if dðF A ; F B Þ < t d , and unnecessary otherwise; this will be termed
the similarity condition. The desirable overlap for categorization,
then, is t d =2 in each direction.
Note that categorization, and thus the nodes where point packs
are matched, does not depend on which nodes originated the point
packs. When a match is found, the result is returned to one of the
two source nodes, based on the following selection function:

8
>
< A if eB  eA ¼ 1 mod 2 and eB > eA ;
WðA; BÞ ¼
or eB  eA ¼ 0 mod 2 and eB < eA
>
:
B otherwise

jSA \ SB j!f !ðjSA j  f Þ!ðjSB j  f Þ!
jSA j!jSB j!ðjSA \ SB j  f Þ!

4.6. Grouping
In order to allow all node pairs adjacent in CV to attempt pairwise pose reﬁnement without the need for exhaustive point pack
matching, we introduce a grouping scheme wherein nodes are
merged into ever-larger groups within the same coordinate system, albeit with only coarse estimates. Through pose composition
on CG , any node in a group can determine its coarse pose with respect to any other node.
Each node is aware of its current group leader and the set of
nodes comprising its group. Within a group (Section 3.1), each
node has a coarse pose estimate relative to the group leader, called
its group coarse pose estimate, and denoted C A for a node A. Relative
coarse pose estimates (e.g. C AB for node A relative to node B) can be
computed from these, either directly or through one or more compositions. Initially, each node begins in a singleton group, of which
it is the leader, with its group coarse pose estimate initialized to P I .
A merge is initiated when two nodes have detected a certain
minimum number t m of consistent matches with each other. Consistency is enforced via a threshold t c specifying the minimum
Euclidean distance between the pose estimates’ mappings of a given point (such as the centroid lS of the computing node’s point
set). Once a node has stored at least t m matches with a particular
other node, each time a new match is detected for that node, an
average coarse pose estimate is computed for every combination
M i of matches containing the new match, and checked for
consistency:

kC m ðlS Þ  C av g ðlS Þk 6 t c ;
ð4Þ

where eX is a sequential integer enumeration of the node ID X. This
function has been chosen to deterministically choose between two
nodes in as unbiased a fashion as possible, so as to evenly distribute
processing.
4.5. Point pack matching
The matching process itself compares point packs by attempting to apply the coarse registration algorithm (e.g. fully-contained
DARCES [29], see Section 6.3.1); if the registration error falls below
a certain threshold tec , the point packs are considered to match. The
actual registration result may then be used as a coarse pose estimate between the source nodes.
4.5.1. Point pack size
Consider point sets from two nodes, SA and SB , from which,
according to the coarse matching algorithm, each node randomly
selects a point pack of size f P 3 (since at least 3 points are
required to ﬁx a rigid pose in 3D Euclidean space), resulting in

ð5Þ

8 m 2 Mi

ð6Þ

If a consistent average is found, it is considered a reliable relative
coarse pose estimate, and is forwarded to the source nodes’ group
leaders and composed as necessary to merge the nodes’ respective
groups (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 2 illustrates a typical group merge. Node D, of group GA , and
node G, of group GF , ﬁnd a relative coarse pose estimate through
point pack matching, and initiate a merge. The nodes in group GA
do not modify their group coarse pose information, while those
formerly of group GF now honor A as their group leader and modify
their pose information accordingly. Node G’s new group coarse
pose estimate ðC 0G Þ is the composition of its estimated pose relative
to node D with node D’s group coarse pose estimate:

Fig. 1. Vision graph.
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appropriate pairwise pose estimates from each node in the sequence, and compose them to obtain an indirect pose estimate,
caching the result for future access.
5. Calibration algorithm

Fig. 2. Group merging.

C 0G ¼ C GD  C D

ð7Þ

The new group coarse pose estimates for the merging group’s leader
ðC 0F Þ and any other nodes in the merging group (in this case, C 0H ) can
similarly be calculated as compositions of known pose estimates:

C 0F ¼ C 1
G  ðC GD  C D Þ

ð8Þ

C 0H ¼ C H  ðC 1
G  ðC GD  C D ÞÞ

ð9Þ

Since merging consists of composition operations, it is a transitive
operation which can occur based on matches (and the resultant relative coarse pose estimates) between any pair of nodes in different
groups. Fig. 2 illustrates this by showing the actual history of
merges leading to the groups as arrows between the node pairs;
in reality, of course, every node in the group has a direct pose estimate to the leader (group coarse pose estimate).
4.7. Pairwise pose reﬁnement
Once a given pair of nodes belong to the same group, those
nodes can use their coarse relative pose estimate, computed by
composition on the walk between them in CG , as a starting point
for pose reﬁnement. This is achieved by applying a ﬁne registration
algorithm (e.g. TrICP [30], see Section 6.3.1) to a large number of
points initialized into coarse alignment.
As shown in Fig. 3, the actual point sets used for ﬁne registration are selected, at each node, as those falling within the intersection of the two nodes’ ﬁelds of view, as approximated by a cone of a
certain angle and length extending along the positive z-axis of each
node’s coordinate system (via the coarse pose estimate). If there
are fewer than a speciﬁed minimum number of points, which includes the case where there is no intersection at all, the nodes do
not attempt pose reﬁnement.

Our calibration method is embodied by a completely distributed and asynchronous event-based algorithm. It is split into ten
different processes at each node, six for coarse grouping and four
for pairwise pose reﬁnement. The processes execute within the
context of their respective nodes’ data spaces. Calibration is complete at a node when all ten processes at that node have
terminated.
There are four necessary parameters to the algorithm itself: the
point pack size f, the similarity threshold t d , the match threshold
tm , and the consistency threshold t c . Certain other parameters are
also required depending on the implementation, notably the coarse
and ﬁne registration error thresholds t ec and tef . The values of these
parameters are, of course, common to all nodes.
The point pack selection process (Fig. 4) periodically – on an
interval determined by practical limitations of the devices and network – selects a point pack of f points from the point set, computes
its descriptor, and sends it to the destination node according to the
binning function.
The point pack matching process (Fig. 5) maintains a database of
received point packs. Each time a new point pack is received, it is
compared to all previous point packs meeting the similarity condition via the coarse registration algorithm. For each matching point
pack (where registration error e < tec ), the match result is sent to
one of the source nodes based on an unbiased, deterministic selection process.
The match processing process (Fig. 6) maintains an array of
matches to each other node, to which incoming matches are added
(provided that the other node is not already in this node’s group). If

Fig. 4. Point pack selection process.

4.8. Indirect pose estimation
If a node B is reachable from a node A in CC ; P AB may be estimated as the composition of the poses represented by the edges
in the shortest walk from A to B.
A practical distributed implementation would involve each
node having a copy of the current CC . A node attempting to ﬁnd
a pose estimate would compute the shortest path to the destination node via Dijkstra’s algorithm [31], yielding an approximation
of the total composition of pose errors. It would then request the

Fig. 3. Field of view cone approximation.

Fig. 5. Point pack matching process.

Fig. 6. Match processing process.
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there are at least tm matches, an average pose transformation is
computed, and each match is checked for consistency by ensuring
the Euclidean distance of a point projected through both poses is
no more than t c . If successful, a message is sent to the group merge
initiator process of this node’s group leader.
The group merge initiator process (Fig. 7) initiates a merge with
the other node in a merge message by messaging its group merge
responder process. These processes employ a merge lock to prevent
other asynchronous merges from occurring simultaneously, which
would otherwise put the group in an indeterminate state. When it
receives acknowledgment, it sends a group update message to all
nodes in the group, updating them to the new group leader and
composition as well as their new group coarse pose estimates.
The group merge responder process (Fig. 8) responds to a merge
message with an acknowledgment. It then sends a group update
message to all nodes in the group, updating only their group
composition.
The group update process (Fig. 9) simply awaits group update
messages and applies them to local group information in the proper order.
The pose reﬁnement initiator process (Fig. 10) activates whenever
the local group information is updated. For each new node in the
group, it performs an unbiased, deterministic selection, and sends
an initiation message containing its group coarse pose estimate to
each selected node.
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Fig. 11. Pose reﬁnement responder process.

The pose reﬁnement responder process (Fig. 11) uses the group
coarse pose estimate of the initiating node to select a subset of candidate points from its point set, based on a cone approximation of
the node’s ﬁeld of view. If there are at least 3 points in the subset, it
sends them back to the initiating node for ﬁne registration.
The ﬁne registration process (Fig. 12) attempts to compute an
accurate relative pose estimate with the responding node via ﬁne
registration of its point set with the responder’s point subset. If
the registration error e < t ef , the result is stored and an update
(containing the inverse of the pose) is sent to the responding node.
The pose update process (Fig. 13) simply awaits pose update
messages and stores the results.

6. Implementation
6.1. Apparatus

Fig. 7. Group merge initiator process.

The physical stereo smart camera ‘‘nodes” in our experimental
implementation are pairs of 1.4-megapixel CCD cameras, mounted
in a short-baseline stereo conﬁguration and connected to a PC via
a IEEE-1394 (Firewire) interface. These cameras are calibrated for
stereo vision using Bouguet’s method [33] through its implementation in the OpenCV computer vision library. The PC to which any given pair is attached performs local smart camera functionality as
well as its processes in the distributed calibration algorithm. The
network is a pre-arranged set of TCP/IP hosts representing the PCs.
6.2. Local point detection
Detection of 3D interest points at each node, while not actually
part of the calibration algorithm itself, is a very important compo-

Fig. 8. Group merge responder process.

Fig. 12. Fine registration process.
Fig. 9. Group update process.

Fig. 10. Pose reﬁnement initiator process.

Fig. 13. Pose update process.
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nent of the overall process. In order to achieve the goal of calibration
in a completely automatic fashion, we have implemented software
which detects and triangulates a set of 3D interest points from a stereo pair of images, to be run at each node. Section 6.2.1 expands on
the actual process and its impact on our calibration method.
The software itself is implemented in C, using the open-source
OpenCV computer vision library.

in doing so. For our purposes, there are actually two levels to
consider:

6.2.1. Interest point detection
The algorithm described in this work relies heavily on stable
(repeatable) interest point detection invariant to 3D Euclidean
transformations in the viewpoint, as the percent overlap (Eq. (1))
between nodes’ point sets must be signiﬁcant to achieve good results. Most current methods are scale- and afﬁne-invariant [23]
and thus do not achieve this directly.
Our current implementation detects Harris corners [24] (the Shi
and Tomasi [25] variant; in previous experiments we used FAST
[26,27]) in each image of the stereo pair, then uses epipolar-constrained ZNCC (zero-normalized cross-correlation) to match them,
and ﬁnally employs epipolar geometry to triangulate their 3D positions [22]. We employ some thresholding on the 2D interest points
as well as the matching function to limit the results to a relatively
small number (on the order of 30–80) of 3D interest points.
This scheme unfortunately does not yield the necessary repeatability for calibration against an arbitrary scene. We therefore currently use one or more calibration targets, which are simply
objects with strong, easily detected interest points placed within
the visible scene.

Calibration is considered successful in terms of convergence
when CG and CC are connected.

6.3. PyDSSCC
We provide a full implementation of the algorithm itself as a
Python module, called PyDSSCC (Python Distributed Smart Stereo
Camera Calibrator). It implements each of the ten processes described in Section 5 as a thread, and uses thread-safe message
queues for input and output messages.
PyDSSCC is free software licensed under the GNU General Public
License and may be obtained online.
6.3.1. Registration
PyDSSCC also includes implementations of the necessary registration algorithms. For coarse registration, a fully-contained DARCES [29] implementation is employed, as the point packs in this
stage consist of small numbers of points and must match completely. For ﬁne registration, an implementation of the Trimmed
Iterative Closest Point algorithm [30] is used, which works well
for the varying degrees of point overlap one expects to obtain (as
discussed in Section 6.2.1).

1. The ability of coarse grouping to merge into a minimum number of groups.
2. The ability of pairwise pose reﬁnement to establish a maximum
number of pairwise estimates.

7.1.2. Accuracy
Accuracy is the measure of the error in the algorithm’s resulting
pose estimates. With a direct pairwise pose estimate, the accuracy
is simply the inverse of the error in the estimate. For any pair of
nodes mutually reachable in CC , then, the accuracy is approximately the inverse of the total error (weight) along the shortest
path.
The global average of error accumulated between two arbitrary
nodes will generally increase with the size of the network, and is
also subject to various other topological inﬂuences. A more useful
metric is the local accuracy of 3D reconstructions up to a certain
distance in terms of ﬁeld of view (i.e., walk length in CV ). We deﬁne
the n-hop error at a node A as follows:

En ðAÞ ¼

X EðPA ; PX Þ
;
jNn ðAÞj
X

8 X 2 Nn ðAÞ

ð10Þ

where Nn ðAÞ is the set of all nodes within a walk of length n or
shorter of node A in a qualitative estimation of CV . This is computed
for all nodes in N and averaged to obtain the overall error.
The mean error in a pose estimate can be determined by averaging the Euclidean distance between a number of points with
ground-truth correspondence, detected and triangulated at the
nodes separately from those used for calibration.
7.1.3. Scalability
Scalability is the measure of the effect on the algorithm’s performance of the number of nodes in the network. The three primary resources to consider are node-local computing resources (i.e., CPU
and memory), node-local data storage, and network bandwidth.
In order to properly evaluate scalability, it is necessary to examine individual factors arising from the algorithm itself. The most
signiﬁcant of these can be summarized in terms of the number of
nodes in the network jNj as follows:
 Point pack dissemination requires bandwidth resources in jNj
per node.
 Point pack matching requires computing and storage resources
in jNj.

7. Experimental results
7.1. Performance metrics
We have selected three general performance metrics which
may quantify the usefulness of any distributed smart camera calibration method. These are fairly straightforward when used for design, as our interpretation of each is directly related to some
relevant characteristic of the calibrated 3D DSC network. Quantitative comparisons with other algorithms prove more difﬁcult, as the
interpretations of the metrics vary somewhat depending on the
fundamental nature of the algorithm.

This assumes that each node maintains a more or less constant
number of pairwise edges in CV regardless of jNj, as would be the
case with most applications. In cases where this assumption does
not hold, it is necessary to add a third factor:
 Pairwise pose reﬁnement computation requires computing
resources in jNj.
Scalability in all three resources can be quantized experimentally in terms of the above factors.
7.2. Manual point set

7.1.1. Convergence
Convergence is the measure of the algorithm’s ability to bring
nodes into a common reference frame and its time performance

In order to test the capabilities of the calibration algorithm
and tune its parameters under controlled conditions, the ﬁrst
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Fig. 15. Calibration graph for automatic experiment.

real automatic calibration of the network. The purpose of these
experiments is to test the convergence and accuracy performance
of the algorithm in real conditions.
7.3.1. Procedure
Four instances of the software stack are run on the PCs to which
four physical stereo camera rigs are connected. Convergence time
and the ﬁnal CC are recorded. A ground truth point set is manually
selected for each camera rig, and the mean error is calculated and
recorded.
1

7.3.2. Results
The mean error and convergence time of a typical experiment
from this series is shown below. Fig. 15 shows the ﬁnal CC ,
Fig. 16 shows the physical deployment of the nodes for the experiment, and Fig. 17 shows the visualization of the resultant pose
estimates (which can be seen to match the conﬁguration in
Fig. 16).
 Mean error: 2.7666 mm
 Convergence time: 159 s
We note that actual convergence time depends heavily on a
number of system-speciﬁc details, so these results are presented
here to demonstrate feasibility and for internal comparison.
7.4. Virtual point set
Fig. 14. Manual experiment results.

experiment series is designed to operate on manually selected
points with full correspondences across all four nodes. The primary
purpose of this experiment type, once suitable parameters are
found, is to test the effects of different point set sizes and overlap
characteristics on convergence and accuracy.
7.2.1. Procedure
A total of 22 point subsets are extracted from the data, and each
is tested using the distributed calibration software, with all four
nodes running locally on the same workstation. This procedure is
repeated twice for each subset, and the average results for convergence time and mean error are calculated and recorded.

Since only four physical camera rigs are available, testing scalability to larger networks is impossible in an automatic experiment
and difﬁcult to control using the manual methods. Instead, controlled virtual point sets are supplied to the same calibration algorithm implementation to test the scalability metric.
7.4.1. Procedure
Point sets are generated for 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 nodes. The total
outgoing bandwidth in kilobytes, ﬁnal size of the matching database in point packs, and total number of coarse and ﬁne registration executions are recorded.

7.2.2. Results
Fig. 14 shows the trends in the results from the manual point
set experiments, within the ranges where calibration yielded reasonable results. As n increases, the accuracy increases as there
are more points for ﬁne registration. However, convergence time
also increases because more point packs must be tested for matching. As % O decreases, convergence time increases and accuracy
decreases.
7.3. Automatic point set
Having established some criteria for reasonably timely convergence in the manual point set experiments, the next step is to test

Fig. 16. Camera deployment for automatic experiment.
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The number of point packs stored at each node increases
approximately linearly in relation to the number of nodes
(Fig. 19). Point packs are very small data (a series of f 3-tuples,
an identiﬁer, and a geometric descriptor value), but when scaling
to extremely large networks it must be ensured that adequate storage is provided at each node for these point packs.
The number of coarse registration operations performed at each
node increases approximately linearly in relation to the number of
nodes (Fig. 20); as expected, this is proportional to the number of
point packs stored. If processing throughput is the limiting factor,
this increase will cause the convergence time to increase linearly
with the number of nodes.
Since, in this network, the number of vision graph edges per
node does not generally increase as its total number of nodes increases, the number of ﬁne registrations per node is approximately
constant.
Fig. 17. Pose visualization for automatic experiment.

8. Conclusions
7.4.2. Results
As expected, total bandwidth usage per node increases approximately linearly in relation to the number of nodes in the network
(Fig. 18). This affects different networks in different ways. In a network where the physical medium is shared by all nodes – the
worst-case scenario – the total network bandwidth usage is the
relevant factor. In that case, the bandwidth usage increases nonlinearly, potentially at up to jNj3 . However, many routing methods
used in sensor networks are much more efﬁcient and therefore
mitigate this effect.

A feature-based calibration method for distributed smart stereo
camera networks has been developed which converges well, provides accurate pairwise orientation, and scales well with network
size within the scope of our investigation. This provides a base
upon which to build a full 3D visual sensor network providing
primitive data-centric queries, upon which in turn a variety of
high-level applications can be developed. We have provided both
a general theoretical development (Section 4), and a description
of an asynchronous distributed algorithm (Section 5) with implementation (Section 6).

Fig. 18. Bandwidth usage in jNj (average and maximum).

Fig. 19. Node-local storage in jNj (average and maximum).
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Fig. 20. Coarse registration processing in jNj (average and maximum).

Due to our implementation’s reliance on the repeatability of local interest point detection, which has been shown to be poor over
large general Euclidean transformations of the viewpoint [23], it is
currently necessary to control the scene somewhat (e.g. using calibration targets) to ensure convergence. However, as this is a limitation of interest point detection and is not inherent to our
algorithm, direct substitution of feature detection methods may
easily improve this in future implementations.
Appendix A. Derivation of point pack matching probability (Eq.
(5))
First, the individual probabilities that F A and F B will be within
the set of shared points SA \ SB are found. Let PðQ Þ ¼ PðF A # SA \
SB Þ and PðRÞ ¼ PðF B # SA \ SB Þ, and let Cðn; kÞ represent the binomial
coefﬁcient, indicating the number of possible non-repeating combinations of size k chosen from a set of size n.

CðjSA \ SB j; f Þ
CðjSA j; f Þ
CðjSA \ SB j; f Þ
PðRÞ ¼
CðjSB j; f Þ

PðQ Þ ¼

ð11Þ
ð12Þ

PðQ \ RÞ ¼ PðQÞPðRÞ
¼

CðjSA \ SB j; f Þ2
CðjSA j; f ÞCðjSB j; f Þ

ð13Þ

Assuming that conditions Q and R are satisﬁed (that is, all points in
packs F A and F B are shared in SA \ SB ), for a given F A , only one combination F B will match it.

PðF A  F B jQ \ RÞ ¼

1
CðjSA \ SB j; f Þ

ð14Þ

From Eqs. 13 and 14, PðF A  F B Þ can be calculated as

PðF A  F B Þ ¼ PðF A  F B jQ \ RÞPðQ \ RÞ
#

"
1
CðjSA \ SB j; f Þ2
¼
CðjSA \ SB j; f Þ CðjSA j; f ÞCðjSB j; f Þ
¼

CðjSA \ SB j; f Þ
jSA \ SB j!f !ðjSA j  f Þ!ðjSB j  f Þ!
¼
CðjSA j; f ÞCðjSB j; f Þ
jSA j!jSB j!ðjSA \ SB j  f Þ!

ð15Þ
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